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Hello, Today is the first day I'm reloading with all my own equipment! One of my first challenges is loading up
some good .38 Specials for use in my S&W 442.
140gr FTX in a .38 Special | The Leading Glock Forum and
Ol' Buffalo Reloading Guide includes definition of reloading terms, equipment guide, safety, step-by-step
reloading instructions, tips for better accuracy.
Ol' Buffalo Reloading Guide
I'm a new reloader and a pretty new shooter. I'm looking to create a plinking round at first and then a practice
SD round. For reference books - I have the lyman 49th, the Hornady 9th, and the Lee 2nd edition, and of
course google.
Unique,165gr.rnfp berry bullets .40 cal | The Leading
The MDT ACC (Adjustable Core Competition) Chassis was designed around an integrated, modular weight
system that allows shooters to fine tune chassis weight and balance point.
Bullets, Brass, Ammo Â« Daily Bulletin - AccurateShooter.com
The .303/25, sometimes known as the .25/303 is a wildcat centrefire rifle cartridge, based on the .303 British,
necked down to fire a .257 projectile, originating in Australia in the 1940s as a cartridge for sporterised rifles,
particularly on the Leeâ€“Enfield action; similar versions also appeared in Canada around the same time.
.303/25 - Wikipedia
Yes and the magazine capacity is for a cartridge is predetermined to be 2.800 OAL , so the Creedmoor is
suppose to be better, by reducing case capacity for the powder from the 260 Remington and using less
magazine room that it has, otherwise wasted ,, ok .
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